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We don’t talk about Bullard 

Markets closed out last week with risk sentiment very much on the backfoot, capping a period of headline-driven 
jitters. Fears of conflict in Ukraine have continued to dominate headlines over the NZ weekend, with scattered fighting 
taking place on the Eastern border and disinformation in Russian media escalating to gin up a pretext for an invasion.  

The divide among Fed policymakers over the speed of its first rate hikes of the cycle is the other big source of angst. 
Last week, the St Louis Fed’s James Bullard reiterated his call for 100bps of rate hikes over the next four months, warning 
the Bank is doing too little to fight persistent inflationary pressures – comments which have previously seen markets 
move to price a ‘double hike’ to the tune of 50bps next month. Last week saw the Fed’s doves push back on that view, 
with the (influential) New York Fed’s John Williams glossing over Bullard’s plea, stating “I don’t see any compelling 
argument to taking a big step at the beginning” [sic] and “I think we can steadily move up rates.” 

For now, markets are punting that the Fed will hew to the more cautious path of hikes, with US pricing paring back 
closer to a single hike. Short-term Treasury yields edged lower over the week, with the two-year shedding 17bps (which 
is still well up on where it was before Bullard put the cat among the pigeons a fortnight ago). The 10-year yield ended the 
week a more modest 4bps lower.  

Be it geopolitical tensions or angst about the Fed’s next move, global sharemarkets ended last week in the red. Among 
the Wall Street majors, the Dow fell 1.9%, the S&P500 fell 1.6% and the Nasdaq dropped 1.8%. Falls in European indices 
were generally larger (a corollary of the proximity of the Ukraine crisis), including a 2.5% fall for the German DAX index. 

Despite the soggy risk sentiment on display, it wasn’t a particularly strong week for USD, ending the week little 
changed. The softer USD helped NZD/USD gain just under a cent over the week, finishing up just shy of 0.670. NZD/AUD 
edged up by a fraction of a cent, ending the week at the upper end of its 0.926-0.933 range. 

Commodity markets found themselves tugged around last week, caught between broadly bearish risk sentiment on 
one hand and the specific, burgeoning crisis in Eastern Europe on the other. The former would generally be a negative 
for commodity prices given their tendency to follow cyclical currents, while the latter would be a boon given the crisis’ 
potential to disrupt key energy and agricultural supplies. WTI ended the week 2.18% lower, while Brent Crude fell a more 
modest 0.95%. Agri commodities were generally mixed. Dairy prices enjoyed a good auction on Wednesday morning 
though, up 4.2% (we’ve retained out $9.25/$8.80 milk price forecasts for the next couple of auctions). 

Today: Nothing locally. A relatively quiet 24 hours abroad too, peppered by the release of PMI data in UK and the 
Eurozone. The latter is likely to show a slight lift in line with the gradual easing in restrictions, while the latter may hint at 
some easing in Omicron-related disruption. As with most releases of late, it’ll be the pricing indicators in both surveys 
that will be closely watched. 

Up ahead this week: This week’s highlight is the RBNZ’s first Monetary Policy Statement of 2022, out at the usual 2:00pm 
time on Wednesday. Given the continued tightness in the labour market and the uptick in inflationary pressures, another 
hike is a practically certain, likely to the RBNZ’s signalled tune of 25bps. Watch out for an increase in the RBNZ’s forecast 
OCR peak, to around 3% from 2.6% – a clear acknowledgment inflationary pressures are likely to continue proving more 
resilient than the Bank previously hoped. 

The other local highlight is Q4 NZ retail sales (ASB: +6%) – likely to show a big post-lockdown rebound, but not enough 
for volumes to reach their previous mid-2021 peaks. Abroad, the highlight is the US Private Consumption Expenditure 
deflator data, which is likely to show another step up in the Fed’s preferred inflation metric (CBA: headline +6.2%/yr, 
core +5.4%/yr, trimmed mean +3.6%/yr). Author: nathaniel.keall@asb.co.nz  
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to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  

 

 

 

Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6699 0.0% NZD/SEK 6.298 0.7% NZX WMP 4400.0 0.0% Dow 34079 -0.7%

NZD/AUD 0.9345 0.4% NZD/DKK 4.402 0.4% Gold $/o 1898.4 0.0% S&P 500 4349 -0.7%

NZD/EUR 0.5916 0.3% NZD/THB 21.5 0.1% WTI Oil $/b 91.1 -0.8% NASDAQ 13548 -1.2%

NZD/JPY 77.01 0.3% AUD/USD 0.7168 -0.4% Money Market (%) FTSE 7514 -0.3%

NZD/GBP 0.4929 0.3% EUR/USD 1.132 -0.4% 90 Day BB 1.23 0.00 CAC-40 6930 -0.2%

NZD/CAD 0.8541 0.5% USD/JPY 114.9 -0.1% OCR 0.75 0.00 DAX 15043 -1.5%

NZD/CHF 0.6171 0.1% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 24328 -1.9%

NZD/HKD 5.225 1.1% NZ 2.81 -0.01 1yr 2.09 0.01 Nikkei 27122 -0.4%

NZD/SGD 0.9008 0.1% US 1.93 -0.03 2yr 2.56 0.02 ASX200 7222 -1.0%

NZD/CNH 4.237 0.4% Aust 2.25 0.04 5yr 2.90 0.03 NZX50 12142 0.0%
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